
melissa keil
Melissa Keil was born in Melbourne, and has been a giant book 
nerd for as long as she can remember. She studied Cinema and 
Anthropology at university, and then spent a few years dabbling 
in graduate study, including Professional Writing and Editing. In 
between she has been a high school teacher, Middle Eastern tour 
guide, waitress, community theatre dogsbody, and IT help desk 
person. Now, by day, she is a children’s book editor, and spends 
the rest of her time writing, watching YouTube, and wrangling a 
cheeky spoodle named Hugo. Her debut YA novel, Life in Outer 
Space, was the winner of the 2013 Ampersand Project and the 
2014 Ena Noël award. Her subsequent YA novels, The Incredible 
Adventures of Cinnamon Girl and The Secret Science of Magic, are out 
now. Melissa’s short story, Sundays, is featured in Begin, End, Begin, 
the #LoveOzYA anthology. Her books have been shortlisted for the 
CBCA Book of the Year award, the Prime Minister’s Literary Award 
and the Gold Inky, and have been published around the world. 

Review quotes: 
‘Full of energy, wit and tenderness; this is one big-hearted and unique book.’ – Leanne Hall
 
‘Sly, hilarious, and romantic. A love story for weirdos everywhere.’ – Jackson Pearce

‘Much like a John Hughes movie, this is a humorous, heartfelt and angst-y romance with the potential to 
break the gender barrier.’ – Kirkus Reviews

‘The Incredible Adventures of Cinnamon Girl is every bit as nerdy, goofy and dramatic as Melissa’s Keil’s 
Life in Outer Space. It’s also every bit as loveable, touching and addictive.’ – Junior Books & Publishing

‘If you’re looking for a sweet, sparkling YA novel with hidden depths and one of the sexiest first kisses I’ve 
read, then (The Secret Science of Magic) is the one for you.’ – Lian Hingee, Readings 

‘The Secret Science of Magic is magnificent. A charming coming of age narrative of existing within the 
moment. Phenomenally sublime. Magical.’ – Divabooknerd
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